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 End User License Agreement (EULA) 
Important:  
Read this before using your copy of Stardock Corporation's DeskScapes. 

End User License Agreement 

This user license agreement (the AGREEMENT) is an agreement between 
you (individual or single entity) and Stardock Corporation for the DeskScapes 
program (the SOFTWARE) that is accompanying this AGREEMENT. 

The SOFTWARE is the property of Stardock Corporation and is protected by 
copyright laws and international copyright treaties. The SOFTWARE is not 
sold, it is licensed. 

LICENSED VERSION The LICENSED VERSION means a Registered Version 
(using your personal serial/registration number) or an original fully working 
version of the SOFTWARE. If you accept the terms and conditions of this 
AGREEMENT, you have certain rights and obligations as follow: 

PERSONAL USE ONLY 
The SOFTWARE is for your personal, non-commercial use only. If you are 
interested in licensing the SOFTWARE for commercial use, please contact 
Stardock Corporate sales at corpsales@stardock.com. 

ACTIVATION FOR ENHANCED BUILDS 
Registered Versions of the SOFTWARE require Internet access to activate 
the installed software. Alternatively, users may send an email with a special 
code to be sent back the file needed to activate the Registered Version on a 
machine without direct Internet access. 

Please see http://www.stardock.com/StardockActivationInfo.asp  
for more information. 

YOU MAY: 
1. Install and use one copy of the SOFTWARE on a single computer. 
2. Install a second copy of the SOFTWARE on a second computer only if you 
are the main user of this computer (home computer or laptop for example). 
3. Install the SOFTWARE on another computer only if you change your main 
workstation. In such a case you must uninstall the software from the old 
computer. 
4. Use the SOFTWARE via a network, only if you have purchased an 
adequate number of licenses. The number of users must not exceed the 
number of licenses you have purchased. 
5. Make a copy of the SOFTWARE for archival purposes only. 
 

 

 

(Continued on next page.) 
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YOU MAY NOT: 
1. Copy and distribute the SOFTWARE or any portion of it except as 
expressly provided in this Agreement. 
2. Sublicense, rent, lease or transfer your personal registering number. 
3. Sublicense, rent or lease the SOFTWARE or any portion of it. 
4. Decompile, disassemble, reverse engineer or modify the SOFTWARE or 
any portion of it, or make any attempt to bypass, unlock, or disable any 
protective or initialization system on the SOFTWARE. 
5. Copy the documentation accompanying the SOFTWARE. 
6. Upload or transmit the SOFTWARE, or any portion thereof, to any 
electronic bulletin board, network, or other type of multi-use computer 
system regardless of purpose. 
7. Include the SOFTWARE in any commercial products intended for 
manufacture, distribution, or sale. 

WARRANTY DISCLAIMER 
The SOFTWARE is supplied "AS IS". Stardock disclaims all warranties, 
expressed or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of 
merchantability and of fitness for any purpose. The user must assume the 
entire risk of using this SOFTWARE. 

DISCLAIMER OF DAMAGES 
Stardock Corporation assumes no liability for damages, direct or 
consequential, which may result from the use of this SOFTWARE, even if 
Stardock Corporation has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 
Any liability of the seller will be limited to refund of the purchase price. 

TERM 
This license is effective from your date of purchase and shall remain in force 
until terminated. You may terminate the license and this agreement at any 
time by destroying the SOFTWARE and its documentation, together with all 
copies in any form. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 
The Company and/or our Licensors hold valid copyright in the Software. 
Nothing in this Agreement constitutes a waiver of any rights under U.S. 
Copyright law or any other federal or state law. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ THIS 
AGREEMENT, UNDERSTAND IT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS. YOU ALSO AGREE THAT THIS AGREEMENT IS THE 
COMPLETE AND EXCLUSIVE STATEMENT OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
YOU AND THE COMPANY AND SUPERCEDES ALL PROPOSALS OR PRIOR 
ENDORSEMENTS, ORAL OR WRITTEN, AND ANY OTHER COMMUNICATIONS 
BETWEEN YOU AND THE COMPANY OR ANY REPRESENTATIVE OF THE 
COMPANY RELATING TO THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS AGREEMENT. 
 
 
 
 
 
(Continued on next page.) 
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Obligatory Bits 
-------------------- 
Developed and Published by: 
Stardock Corporation 
15090 N Beck Road - Suite 300 
Plymouth, MI 48170 USA 
http://www.stardock.com 

Stardock is a registered trademark of Stardock Systems, Inc. DeskScapes, 
DreamMaker, and Stardock.net are trademarks of Stardock Corporation. 

.Dream files may not be converted, imported, or read by any program 
without the explicit written consent of Stardock Corporation. 

DeskScapes, DreamMaker, and the .dream format and contents are 
Copyright © 2007-2010 Stardock Corporation. Content included with 
.dream files remain copyright their respective authors. 

All trademarked names mentioned in this document and SOFTWARE are 
used for editorial purposes only, with no intention of infringing upon the 
trademarks. 

No part of this publication may be reproduced without written permission 
from Stardock Corporation. 

All rights reserved. 
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DreamMaker 
 
Important: 
Read this before using your copy of Stardock Corporation's DreamMaker.  

End User License Agreement 

This user license agreement (the AGREEMENT) is an agreement between 
you (individual or single entity) and Stardock Corporation for the 
DreamMaker program (the SOFTWARE) that is accompanying this 
AGREEMENT. 

The SOFTWARE is the property of Stardock Corporation and is protected by 
copyright laws and international copyright treaties. The SOFTWARE is not 
sold, it is licensed. 

LICENSED VERSION The LICENSED VERSION means a Registered Version 
(using your personal serial/registration number) or an original fully working 
version of the SOFTWARE. If you accept the terms and conditions of this 
AGREEMENT, you have certain rights and obligations as follow: 
 
PERSONAL USE ONLY 
The SOFTWARE is for your personal, non-commercial use only. If you are 
interested in licensing the SOFTWARE for commercial use, please contact 
Stardock Corporate sales at corpsales@stardock.com. 

ACTIVATION FOR ENHANCED BUILDS 
Registered Versions of the SOFTWARE require Internet access to activate 
the installed software. Alternatively, users may send an email with a special 
code to be sent back the file needed to activate the Registered Version on a 
machine without direct Internet access. 

Please see http://www.stardock.com/StardockActivationInfo.asp 
for more information. 

YOU MAY: 
1. Install and use one copy of the SOFTWARE on a single computer. 
2. Install a second copy of the SOFTWARE on a second computer only if you 
are the main user of this computer (home computer or laptop for example). 
3. Install the SOFTWARE on another computer only if you change your main 
workstation. In such a case you must uninstall the software from the old 
computer. 
4. Use the SOFTWARE via a network, only if you have purchased an 
adequate number of licenses. The number of users must not exceed the 
number of licenses you have purchased. 
5. Make a copy of the SOFTWARE for archival purposes only. 
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YOU MAY NOT: 
1. Copy and distribute the SOFTWARE or any portion of it except as 
expressly provided in this Agreement. 
2. Sublicense, rent, lease or transfer your personal registering number. 
3. Sublicense, rent or lease the SOFTWARE or any portion of it. 
4. Decompile, disassemble, reverse engineer or modify the SOFTWARE or 
any portion of it, or make any attempt to bypass, unlock, or disable any 
protective or initialization system on the SOFTWARE. 
5. Copy the documentation accompanying the SOFTWARE. 
6. Upload or transmit the SOFTWARE, or any portion thereof, to any 
electronic bulletin board, network, or other type of multi-use computer 
system regardless of purpose. 
7. Include the SOFTWARE in any commercial products intended for 
manufacture, distribution, or sale. 

WARRANTY DISCLAIMER 
The SOFTWARE is supplied "AS IS". Stardock disclaims all warranties, 
expressed or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of 
merchantability and of fitness for any purpose. The user must assume the 
entire risk of using this SOFTWARE. 

DISCLAIMER OF DAMAGES 
Stardock Corporation assumes no liability for damages, direct or 
consequential, which may result from the use of this SOFTWARE, even if 
Stardock Corporation has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 
Any liability of the seller will be limited to refund of the 
purchase price. 

TERM 
This license is effective from your date of purchase and shall remain in force 
until terminated. You may terminate the license and this agreement at any 
time by destroying the SOFTWARE and its documentation, together with all 
copies in any form. 
 
COPYRIGHT NOTICE 
The Company and/or our Licensors hold valid copyright in the Software. 
Nothing in this Agreement constitutes a waiver of any rights under U.S. 
Copyright law or any other federal or state law. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ THIS 
AGREEMENT, UNDERSTAND IT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS. YOU ALSO AGREE THAT THIS AGREEMENT IS THE 
COMPLETE AND EXCLUSIVE STATEMENT OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
YOU AND THE COMPANY AND SUPERCEDES ALL PROPOSALS OR PRIOR 
ENDORSEMENTS, ORAL OR WRITTEN, AND ANY OTHER COMMUNICATIONS 
BETWEEN YOU AND THE COMPANY OR ANY REPRESENTATIVE OF THE 
COMPANY RELATING TO THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS AGREEMENT. 
 
 
 
 
 
(Continued on next page.) 
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Obligatory Bits 
-------------------- 
Developed and Published by: 
Stardock Corporation 
15090 N Beck Road - Suite 300 
Plymouth, MI 48170 USA 
http://www.stardock.com 

Stardock is a registered trademark of Stardock Systems, Inc. DeskScapes, 
DreamMaker, and Stardock.net are trademarks of Stardock Corporation. 

.Dream files may not be converted, imported, or read by any program with 
the explicit written consent of Stardock Corporation. 

DeskScapes, DreamMaker, and the .dream format and contents are 
Copyright © 2007-2010 Stardock Corporation. Content included with 
.dream files remain copyright their respective authors. 

All trademarked names mentioned in this document and SOFTWARE are 
used for editorial purposes only, with no intention of infringing upon the 
trademarks. 

No part of this publication may be reproduced without written permission 
from Stardock Corporation. 

All rights reserved. 
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1. Welcome to DeskScapes 

 

DeskScapes allows you to apply static and animated wallpaper (called "Dreams") to your Windows 7, 
Vista or XP desktop. Dreams use your computers video card to display the animated wallpaper, greatly 
reducing the CPU usage of your computer. When you run an application full screen (maximized), 
DeskScapes stops the Dream to save on system resources (since you cannot see the Dream). When you 
minimize or downsize the application window, DeskScapes resumes playing the Dream. Like static 
wallpaper, animated wallpaper is behind any desktop icons you may have. 
 
When running on laptop battery power, DeskScapes will pause the Dream and notify you to help 
conserve energy. DeskScapes includes seven Dreams, which consist of three dynamic (i.e. Desktop Earth, 
Desktop Slideshow, Expanding Shapes, Water Dream. Winter Snow), one video based (i.e. Planktonic), 
and one hybrid (i.e. Vintage Dream). Desktop Slideshow cycles through selected static (non-animated) 
wallpaper. Apply any one of numerous effects to alter a Dream. Then use DeskScapes to head over to 
the WinCustomize web site where you can download over 1,800 additional Dreams. 
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Features of DeskScapes (Paid Version) 

All of the features of the 30 Day Free Trial, without expiring. 

Features of DeskScapes (30 Day Free Trial) 

• New! Colouring tab - change the colour of static wallpaper. 
• New! Added support for Triggered Dreams in DreamMaker. 
• New! Added the ability to combine Effects. 
• New! Added Expanding Shapes dynamic Dream. 
• New! Added Existing Wallpaper option - change colour of existing wallpaper. 
• New! Option to disable pausing of Dreams when application window is maximized. 
• New! Software Development Kits (SDK) included to create your own effects. Free SDK available 

for download from Stardock to create dynamic Dreams.New! Includes Hybrid Dream! 
• New! Apply one of numerous Effects, including new canvas and paper textures. 
• New! Randomly change selected Dreams & how often they change. 
• New! Control desktop icon transparency. 
• New! Desktop Slideshow - a dynamic Dream that displays static wallpaper with optional effects. 
• New! Multiple monitor support, different background on each monitor. (Windows 7 / Vista only.) 
• New! Support for Microsoft .THEMEPACK. (Windows 7 only.) 
• Change your desktop with one of the several Dreams included with DeskScapes. 
• Adjust quality vs. performance setting for dynamic Dreams. (Windows 7/Vista only.) 
• Choose if you want Dreams to run while on laptop battery power. 
• Download & apply over 1,800 Dreams, and 13,500+ wallpapers from WinCustomize.com. 
• Purchase and display Master Skin Dreams from WinCustomize.com. 
• Create your own Dreams with the included DreamMaker & NWABuild utilities. 

System Requirements 

• Windows 7 (32-bit or 64-bit), Windows Vista (32-bit or 64-bit) in versions (Home, Basic, 
Premium, Ultimate, Business, Enterprise) and Windows XP (32-bit) with Service Pack 3. 
Note: Windows Vista Ultimate users do not need to purchase DeskScapes to run Dream files. Just 
download the free 30 day Trial Version from here.  

• Minimum Requirements: Windows 7/Vista users must have support for DirectX 9 graphics with a 
WDDM driver, 128 MB of graphics memory, Pixel Shader 2.0 and 32-bit color. The video card 
must have a Windows Experience Index Graphics score of 2.0 or better. 

• Minimum Requirements: Windows XP users must have a card supporting DirectX 9, 128 MB of 
graphics memory, Pixel Shader 2.0 and 32-bit color. In addition, only machines running a PCIe 
(PCI Express) or AGP 8x video card are recommended. AGP 4x/2x will not be supported. 

• Attention XP Users! 
Do not apply a Dream on Windows XP if your machine has an ATI AGP graphics card until you 
have updated your Catalyst drivers to at least version 8.12. The drivers available at the time of 
Deskscapes release were not specifically tuned for optimal results. ATI tested and updated their 
driver to address this issue. You can find the latest catalyst driver here: 
http://game.amd.com/us-en/drivers_catalyst.aspx 
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• Please refer to the FAQ for more information on video codecs, etc. at: 
http://www.stardock.com/products/deskscapes/faq.asp 

• Minimum screen resolution: 768 (width) by 350 (height). 
• Impulse & Internet connection required to download and update software. 

Impulse Requirements 

• Windows 7/Vista/XP (32-bit). 
• Microsoft .NET Framework Version 2.0. 
• 1GHz Processor (CPU). 
• 50 MB Available System Memory (RAM). 
• 100 MB Available Hard Drive Space. 

Upgrading from Previous Versions 

Impulse will handle the upgrade from previous versions. 

Updates 

Check Impulse for updates to DeskScapes and other installed Stardock software. 

Additional Dreams 

Check WinCustomize.com for a large selection of Master Skins (for purchase) and  
hundreds of free Dreams. 

Default File Paths 
Dreams are stored (by default) on your computer with a ".dream" (without quotes)  
file extension/type and in the folders:  
 
Windows 7: 
Dreams:  
C:\Users\<user login>\My Documents\Stardock\Dreams 
 
Extracted files folder:  
C:\Users\All Users\Stardock\DeskScapes\ExtractedData 
 
Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder (32 bit):  
C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\NWABuild.exe 
 
Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder (64 bit):  
C:\Program Files (x86)\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\NWABuild.exe 
 
SDK for creating effects (32 bit): 
C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\Effects 
 
SDK for creating effects (64 bit): 
C:\Program Files (x86)\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\Effects 
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Windows Vista: 
Dreams:  
C:\user-data\<user login>\Dreams 
 
Extracted files folder:  
C:\Users\All Users\Stardock\DeskScapes\ExtractedData 
 
Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder (32 bit):  
C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes\NWABuild.exe 
 
Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder (64 bit):  
C:\Program Files (x86)\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes\NWABuild.exe 
 
SDK for creating effects (32 bit): 
C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\Effects 
 
SDK for creating effects (64 bit): 
C:\Program Files (x86)\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\Effects 
 
Windows XP: (32 bit only) 
Dreams:  
C:\Documents and Settings\<user name>\My Documents\Stardock\Dreams 
 
Extracted files folder:  
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Stardock\DeskScapes 
 
DeskScapes Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder:  
C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\NWABuild.exe 
 
SDK for creating effects: 
C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\Effects 
 
Note: C: is the default drive, and <user name> is the name you logged on as and the name of the folder 
where your documents are stored under. 

File Extensions / Types 

DeskScapes:  

• .DREAM - are animated wallpapers (i.e. video-based, dynamic, hybrid). 
• .JPG, .BMP - static wallpaper. 
• .MPG, .WMV - video files. 

DreamMaker: 
• Dynamic Dreams - consist of Dynamic Link Libraries (.DLL), requiring C++ programming. 
• Hybrid Dreams - consists of a .HYBRID, .PNG, .JPG or .NWA files. NWA files can be created with 

the included NWABuild.exe utility (located in the DeskScapes folder) or SkinStudio 6 (or higher). 
• Video Dreams - consist of a .MPEG, .MPG, .WMV or .AVI video file. 
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Support 

Please contact Stardock Support at: www.stardock.com/support.  On that web page you will find helpful 
FAQ's and other troubleshooting information.  If you are unable to resolve your issue, please use the 
“Technical Support” link to "Submit a Ticket" to Support.   
 
Please include as much information about your computer as possible; version of Windows (i.e. XP 32-bit, 
Vista 64-bit Business, Windows 7 32-bit Home Premium), type of computer (i.e. brand, model, speed, 
RAM, video card), version of DeskScapes, etc.. On the "About DeskScapes" tab, please click "Copy to 
clipboard" and paste into the ticket.  This information will allow Support to diagnose your issue much 
quicker and allow for a faster response. 

Resources 

SDK 

You can download the free SDK (Software Development Kit) for creating dynamic Dreams from the 
Stardock DeskScapes download page. The SDK includes C++ programming that will aid in the 
development of dynamic Dreams.  
 
An SDK for creating effects is included in the DeskScapes\Effects folder on your hard-drive: 
 
Windows 7/Vista (32 bit): C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\Effects 
Windows 7/Vista (64 bit): C:\Program Files (x86)\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\Effects 
Windows XP (32 bit only): C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\Effects 
 
Look for these files: “Building new effects.txt “, and “Dll based effect sample code.zip”. 

Articles 
 
For additional information on DeskScapes, please refer to these articles on WinCustomize: 
 
Object Desktop: The road to DeskScapes 3 by Frogboy (October 7, 2009) - Brad (CEO/Founder of 
Stardock) explains what he wanted to see in this major upgrade. 
 
DeskScapes 3 Effects Feature by Island Dog (September 30, 2009) - includes a video of the effects 
feature. 
 
DeskScapes 3 New User Interface by Island Dog (September 1, 2009) - an introduction to DeskScapes 3. 
 
Tools of the Dream Trade by Master Baron, (February 6, 2008) - an excellent article describing common 
tools he uses to create Dreams. Master Baron is widely known for creating Dreams, including highly rated 
"Master Skins" on WinCustomize and elsewhere. 
 
How to Create Dreams (Links) by CarGuy1, (March 27, 2008) - includes over a dozen links to articles and 
resources related to DeskScapes Dreams. 
 
Quick Lesson in Dreams - (November 30, 2007) introduced by Zoomba, article written by Seabass. 
Includes a tutorial with plenty of screenshots using Skin Studio 6. 
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WinCustomize.com is a great resource for not only getting a lot of great Dreams, but also provides 
articles, forums, gallery, store and more.  This is a great site run by Stardock with community 
involvement to bring together the best in skinning (graphics) for Windows.  The site is free to use. 
 

You can upload a Dream file you created to share on WinCustomize.  This may include original material 
you created. 
 
Direct link to WinCustomize message Forums (http://forums.wincustomize.com/) 

 

Documentation 

The version of this manual is 2.1 (6-22-10) and is based on DeskScapes (version 3.2).  This manual was 
written and is maintained by Jim Kennedy (TheProf).  Please email comments or corrections regarding 
this documentation to: documentation@stardock.com. 
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2. Introduction 

DeskScapes allows you to apply static and animated wallpaper (called "Dreams") to your Windows 7, 
Vista or XP desktop. Dreams use your computers video card to display the animated wallpaper, greatly 
reducing the CPU usage of your computer. When you run an application full screen (maximized), 
DeskScapes pauses the Dream to save on system resources (since you cannot see the background). 
When you minimize or downsize the application DeskScapes resumes playing the Dream. Like static 
wallpaper, animated wallpaper is behind any desktop icons you have. 
 
DeskScapes includes seven Dreams, which consist of three dynamic (i.e. Desktop Earth, Desktop 
Slideshow, Expanding Shapes, Water Dream. Winter Snow), one video based (i.e. Planktonic), and one 
hybrid (i.e. Vintage Dream). Desktop Slideshow cycles through selected static (non-animated) wallpaper. 
Apply any one of numerous effects to alter a Dream. DeskScapes 3 now looks the same on Windows 7, 
Vista or XP, with minor differences. All features are the same, with a few exceptions for Windows XP.  

Features not available in Windows XP: 

• Not all “Effects” are available. 
• Under "Settings", on the "Performance" tab, the "Quality Setting" is disabled. 

DeskScapes can be installed through Impulse (free), or as a stand-alone installer for the 30-day Trial 
version. If you installed DeskScapes via Impulse, make sure the application is selected on the "My 
Software" tab & click "Run". Otherwise, locate the icon on the Start Menu by doing the following: 

 

1. Click on "Start" icon. 
2. Click on "All Programs". 
3. Click on the "Stardock" folder. 
4. Click on the "Object Desktop" folder to open it. 
5. Finally, click on the "DeskScapes" icon to run it. 
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When you start DeskScapes for the first time, you will see a "Welcome to DeskScapes" dialog appear. 
This will help explain the tabs at the bottom of the DeskScapes window. Click  or  to 
continue. 

 

Then you will be presented with the "DeskScapes Configuration" window. The "Disable DeskScapes" 
thumbnail in the lower, left corner is selected. This means no Dream or wallpaper has been applied to 
your desktop yet.  

The initial screen in DeskScapes (Windows 7) looks like this: 
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DeskScapes consists of the following: 
• Top Menu - running along the top of the window. This includes options to: Apply changes, 

Background Options, Settings, About DeskScapes, Get More Backgrounds, and (Help)  which 
displays this manual. 

• Preview area - is below the top menu. When you click to select a thumbnail the preview area will 
change to that background so you can see a larger view of it. If the background is an animated 
Dream, the preview will be animated as well. This allows a preview before applying to desktop. 

• Filters - below the preview area are a number of filters that allow you to easily find backgrounds 
in the thumbnails. You can filter by rating (number of stars), type of background (i.e. Videos 
(Dreams), Dynamic (Dreams), Hybrid (Dreams), or Search for backgrounds by Title, Author or 
Filename (for static Wallpapers only). By default, all boxes are checked, except "Wallpapers". 

• Thumbnails - appear along the bottom, under the filters and above the bottom menu. Each 
thumbnail shows a small picture of what the background looks like, the title (or filename for 
static wallpaper), author, and rating. You can change the rating by clicking on the number of 
stars you want to assign it. When you click on a thumbnail, a larger version will appear in the 
preview area and the thumbnail will be highlighted to show it is selected. To scroll through the 
horizontal thumbnails, either left click anywhere on the strip & hold the mouse button down and 
drag the strip to the left or right. Or move your mouse over the thumbnails & a light gray scroll 
bar will appear near the bottom, then click on it and use it to move through the list. You can also 
use the wheel on your mouse to scroll through the list. 

• Bottom menu - as you click on different types of backgrounds in the thumbnails, the bottom 
menu will change to reflect the options available to you for that type. For instance, clicking on 
Vintage Dream displays three tabs: Backgrounds (the list of thumbnails), Background Settings 
(animated elements you can hide), and Effects (that can alter how the Dream is displayed). 

How to Apply a Background 

To apply your first Dream to the desktop, click on "Planktonic" by ChaNinja. You will see the preview 
display an animated version of the Dream background. Now click "Apply changes" in the upper, left 
corner of the top menu and you will see Planktonic appear on your desktop. Minimize DeskScapes to see 
the whole desktop. As you can see, you now have an animated wallpaper. You can move desktop icons 
around as normal. 

How to Modify a Background 

Now restore DeskScapes and let's try altering how DeskScapes displays that Dream. Click on the 
"Background Settings" tab on the bottom menu and try clicking each of the different settings. Depending 
on the resolution of your monitor, you may find you like one of these better than "Auto detect". After 
picking one, click "Apply changes" again and look at your desktop. 

How to Add or Change an Effect 

Click on the "Effects" tab (bottom menu) and select "Invert". The Preview area updates with your 
selected effect. Click "Apply changes" to have your chosen effect applied to your desktop. 
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If you ever want to change your desktop back to normal, click "Disable DeskScapes" (first thumbnail on 
far left) and it will change your desktop back to the Windows background you had before you applied a 
DeskScapes background. 

How to Get More Dreams 

Many more Dreams and static wallpapers are available from the WinCustomize.com web site. Most of the 
Dreams are free, no charge for downloading from the site. Some of the best Dreams are known as 
Master Skins and have a small fee to help support the creators. Clicking either the "Background Options" 
(top, left) or "Get More Backgrounds!" menu option (top, right) gives you links to the WinCustomize site 
to browse and download. 
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How to Create a Dream 

DreamMaker allows you to package your own video based Dreams into .Dream files that DeskScapes can 
apply to your Windows desktop or static images into a new hybrid Dream. (For more information on 
creating your own Dreams, please refer to page 13. DreamMaker.) 

Following WinCustomize guidelines, you can also share your Dreams with the skinning community. 

 

Video Dream Support 

MPEG/WMV video Dreams (as opposed to dynamic Dreams) require a compatible video codec to be 
installed to playback their content. Windows Vista Home Premium and Windows Vista Ultimate include a 
compatible video codec. 

NVIDIA Driver Support 

Please note that updated video drivers are very important for the best performance of Dreams. In 
addition, if you are using a NVIDIA graphics card, we suggest keeping the performance settings for 
DeskScapes set to 100% for optimal visual quality. 
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3. Backgrounds 

When you run DeskScapes, you will see "DeskScapes 3 Configuration" (title bar) which displays a menu 
across the top, a large preview area, filter options, thumbnails of each installed background and a menu 
at the bottom with options related to the selected background. The top menu consists of the following 
items: 

• Apply changes - after a Dream has been selected or changes made to settings, this will apply the 
changes to your desktop. 

• Background Options - offers a sub-menu of options to install/download more backgrounds, delete 
and apply. 

• Settings - allows you to make changes that affect the Performance, location of Dreams in Folders 
and more Advanced options. 

• About DeskScapes - displays important information about DeskScapes, helpful if you ever need to 
contact Stardock Support. 

• Get more Backgrounds! - offers options to download more Dreams from WinCustomize.com. 
• (Help)  - opens the default web browser and displays this manual on the Stardock web site. 

In the center of the DeskScapes window is the preview area which will display the selected background. 
If you select an animated Dream, the preview will show what the animation looks like. If a background 
has a description, it will be displayed under the preview as a caption. 
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Below the preview area are options to "Filter by" the following: 

 

• Rating - each background has a rating and by clicking on the number of stars next to "Filter by ... 
and higher" will only show you thumbnails matching your preference. So for example, if you 
selected four stars, you will only see thumbnails of backgrounds with four or five stars. 

• Include - allows you to view thumbnails for checked boxes (i.e. Videos, Dynamic, Hybrid, 
Wallpapers). Unchecking a box (i.e. Wallpapers (unchecked, by default) will hide that type of 
background. 

• Show all folders - (default, "All folders") allows you to select which folder DeskScapes will show 
backgrounds from. Selecting "Add/Remove folders..." is a shortcut to "Settings" (top menu), 
"Folders" tab, as explained on page 10. Settings. 

• Search - allows you to type in a word and click to quickly find the desired background(s). This will 
search on the following fields: title, author, and filename (for wallpaper). Clicking the  will 
clear the search box and display all thumbnails. Helpful as you accumulate a lot of backgrounds. 

Under the filter options, are thumbnails of available backgrounds (Desktop Earth is shown selected), 
which may consist of the following: 

 

• Disable DeskScapes - (default, selected when DeskScapes is run for the first time) allows you to 
turn off DeskScapes and return to whatever background you had in Windows.  

• Random Background - allows you to select which Dreams appear in a rotation and set when they 
change on the "Random Backgrounds" tab. 

• Existing wallpaper - shows the wallpaper you had prior to running DeskScapes. This allows you to 
change Background Settings, apply effects and Change Colour. 

• Videos - are Dreams that are video-based (i.e. Planktonic), which repeat (i.e. loop) at a 
predetermined point. 

• Dynamic - Dreams (i.e. Desktop Earth, Winter Snow) are ones that have been programmed in 
C++ to create an animated background. If you select "Desktop Slideshow", your background will 
cycle through all available dynamic Dreams. 

• Hybrid - Dreams (i.e. Vintage Dream) are special Dreams that typically use static wallpaper with 
animated elements. In the case of Vintage Dream, these elements include: random bird 
animations, red dress of girl, nodding head of guy in car, moving trees and flickering "MBO" red 
neon sign. This is a new feature in DeskScapes 3. These Dreams are created from a series of 
.PNG image files into a .NWA file in DreamMaker. 

• Wallpapers - are static, graphic images (i.e. no movement), commonly seen in Windows. None 
are included with DeskScapes, however if you check (tick) the "Wallpapers" filter box, 
DeskScapes will search your hard-drive(s) and display thumbnail(s) for any it finds. 
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Underneath each thumbnail is a caption with the title (or filename) of the background (i.e. Vintage 
Dream), author (i.e. Stardock Design) and rating (i.e. 3 stars by default). The rating you can change by 
clicking on the desired star (i.e. second star for two stars). Clicking on a thumbnail will select it, which 
changes the preview to a larger view. If the background is animated, then the preview will likewise be 
animated.  

To view more thumbnails, either move the cursor anywhere over the thumbnails and hold down your left 
mouse button. Then drag the horizontal display of thumbnails to the left or right. Or left click & hold on 
the gray scroll bar under the thumbnails and slide to the right or left to view the thumbnails. 

Finally, on the bottom of the DeskScapes window is a menu of options that changes depending on the 
type of background selected. 
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 Menu Tab  Description 
Backgrounds (default tab) displaying the available thumbnails. 
Random Backgrounds Displays thumbnails for installed Dreams. Allowing you to select which Dreams 

you want included in the random rotation. Check boxes for individual Dreams or 
click "Select all" or "select none" (to deselect all checked Dreams). Right-clicking 
on a thumbnail displays option(s) to: Apply background now, Delete background 
or Open folder (where backgrounds are stored). 
 
Clicking "Settings" (upper, right corner under preview area) opens a dialog box 
that allows you to select if you want to "Sequentially change through 
backgrounds" (unchecked, default). Clicking the pull-down menu gives you the 
option to select the Changing Speed (i.e. Only when I logon / reapply, Change 
every X seconds, minutes, hours or day (where "X" is some number). 

Background Settings Displays options on how to display the background when the resolution of the 
original Dream is different from your Windows screen resolution (Windows 
Display Settings).  

• By default, "Auto detect" is selected, however you can change it to a 
different option by clicking on the option.  

• If you do not have dual monitors, those options will be grayed out 
(unavailable).  

• Use the horizontal scroll bar, or resize/maximize the window to see all 
options. 

• Clicking the  (Close) icon will close the "Background settings" tab and 
return to the Backgrounds" tab.  

• Select an option and the preview will display what the selected 
background will look like. 

For Hybrid Dreams, this option may allow you to turn off (hide) select animated 
elements of the background. Check (tick) the box next to items you want to 
hide. 
 
Visible for backgrounds of type: Videos, Hybrid and Wallpapers. 

Dynamic Dream 
Settings 

Displays a dialog box with options you can change for the selected Dream. These 
settings are different for each Dream, based on what the author allows you to 
change (if anything).  
 
Visible for backgrounds of type: Dynamic. 

Slideshow Images Displays static wallpaper images to be included in a slideshow Dream. You can 
select which ones you want in the slideshow (all selected, by default).  

• Clicking "Select all" will select all of them.  
• Clicking "Select none" will deselect all of them.  
• Click "Settings" to change which folders are searched for images and 

how long each image is displayed (default is 30 seconds). 
Visible for backgrounds of type: Dynamic. 
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Effects Displays numerous effects* that can be applied to the selected Dream.  

• Only one effect can be selected at a time. Use the horizontal scroll bar, 
or resize/maximize the window to see all options.  

• Select an effect and the preview will display what the selected 
background will look like with the applied effect.  

• Select "No effect" to remove a previously applied effect. 

Visible for backgrounds of type: Videos, Dynamic, and Hybrid. 
 
* Note for Windows XP: Not all effects available on XP.  

Change Colour Allows you to change the colour of static (non-animated) wallpaper, by applying 
colour/tint to just coloured areas or the whole image. The Original Image 
(before) and Recoloured Image (after) thumbnails display the results. 

Multiple Monitor Support 
If you have two or more monitors connected to your computer, on the right side of the preview area you 
will see additional screens. The top will be labeled "All monitors", meaning if you select that, then all 
connected monitors will display the selected background. When selecting a background thumbnail, it will 
display in the preview area and the "All monitors" position. Shown below is a two monitor setup. 

 
"All monitors" (top position) 

applies the selected  
background to all monitors. 

 
Each number represents a different monitor as  
Windows numbers them in Display Settings.  
Here, each monitor has its own background. 

If you want a different background on each monitor, first click on "1" (under "All monitors"), then click on 
the desired background thumbnail for that monitor. Next, click on "2" (circle) and select the background 
for that monitor. To make changes to background settings, effects, etc., make sure you first select the 
monitor number. 

After making any changes, click "Apply changes" located in the upper, left corner of the DeskScapes 
window. 
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4. Random Backgrounds 

When selecting the "Random Backgrounds" thumbnail on the "Backgrounds" tab, an additional "Random 
Backgrounds" tab appears next to it. This tab displays thumbnails for installed Dreams. Allowing you to 
select which Dreams you want included in the random rotation. Check boxes for individual Dreams or 
click "Select all" or "Select none" (to deselect all checked Dreams). Right-clicking on a thumbnail displays 
option(s) to: Apply background now, Delete background or Open folder (where backgrounds are stored). 

 

Clicking "Settings" (upper, right corner under preview area) opens a dialog box that allows you to select if 
you want to "Sequentially change through backgrounds" (unchecked, default). Clicking the pull-down 
menu gives you the option to select the Changing Speed (i.e. Only when I logon / reapply, Change every 
X seconds, minutes, hours or day (where "X" is some number). 

 

After making any changes, click "Apply changes" located in the upper, left corner of the  
DeskScapes window. 
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5. Background Settings 

When selecting video-based Dreams (i.e. Videos, Hybrid) or static Wallpaper, the "Background Settings" 
tab appears next to the "Background" tab with the following options. Video-based Dreams include: 
Planktonic. Hybrid Dreams include: Vintage Dream. This option also appears when selecting "Existing 
wallpaper". 

 

• Auto detect - let DeskScapes determine the best setting for your screen resolution. 
• Stretch - will stretch the image horizontally and/or vertically to completely fill the screen. This 

may change the aspect ratio (i.e. image may look distorted). 
• Tile - if the image does not fill the screen, then repeat it left to right and down and across to fill 

the screen. The image maybe cropped on the right side & bottom.  
• Centre - place the image in the centre/center of the screen, leaving the sides, top & bottom with 

a default wallpaper or the last non-animated wallpaper you selected.  
• Fit - this will increase or decrease the size of the image, while maintaining the aspect ratio. The 

aspect ratio keeps the image from being distorted as it is resized. However, this may leave bars 
on the top and bottom of the image, that is filled in with a default wallpaper or the last non-
animated wallpaper you selected. 

• Fill - this will resize the image to fill the screen, allowing parts of the image to basically overflow 
the sides of the screen, in effect cropping (i.e. cutting off) parts of the image.  

• Stretch over monitors - (multiple monitors required) stretches the same background across both 
monitors, however aspect ratio maybe altered (i.e. image distorted). 

• Fill monitors - (multiple monitors required) same as "Fill", but across both monitors, maintaining 
aspect ratio. 

Simply click the desired position (i.e. radio button) and the preview image will be updated. "Fill" is shown 
selected. If you like what you see in the preview, click "Apply changes" to apply to your desktop. 

Note for Windows XP: Neither "Background Settings" nor "Effects" tabs appear for the "Planktonic" 
video-based Dream. 
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Dynamic Dream Settings 

Each Dynamic Dream included with DeskScapes has different settings you can change by clicking the 
"Dynamic Dream Settings" tab and include the following: 

 

Desktop Earth - is a Dream that shows the day & night cycle of the planet as it rotates, based on your 
system clock. The settings allow you to toggle the earth from revolving (on by default). Uncheck the box 

 next to "Revolving Earth" and the earth will stop spinning. With the box  checked you can adjust 
the "Rotation Speed" of the Earth from "Slow" to "Fast" by dragging the  slider right to left.  

 

Clicking  will return the settings to the default positions when the Dream was first installed. 
Click  to save changes. (Click  or  to abort.)  
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Expanding Shapes - is a Dream that fills your desktop with one or more shapes that grow in size. By 
clicking "Dynamic Dream Settings", you can change a number of options, including: the number of 
shapes, how fast they appear, the size, select different shapes, make them less transparent, and use a 
fixed background colour. After changing anything, click  to apply the changes. (Click  or 

 to abort.) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

• How many shapes do you want at once? - drag slider  to the left for "Less" or right for "More". 
• How fast should the animation run? - move slider  to left for the shapes to move "Slower" or to 

the right to change "Faster". 
• How large should the shapes be? - Drag the slider  to the left for "Smaller" shapes or to the 

right for "Bigger" shapes. 
• What kind of shapes should be used? - click the pull-down menu to select from these different 

shapes: circles (default), squares, smiles, question marks or a random selection of all the shapes. 
• Make shapes less transparent - (unchecked, default) checking this option makes the shapes more 

solid in colour. Unchecking this option, the shapes are more transparent (see-thru). 
• Use a fixed background colour - (unchecked, default) checking this option allows you to click the 

Pick  button to open a standard Windows "Color" pallet to choose from "Basic colors", 
"Custom colors" or "Define Custom Colors". 

• Defaults  button - clicking the  button moves the sliders , drop-down menu 
option and check boxes to their default settings. 
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Water Dream - is a Dream with water droplets splashing on a pool of claim water above a sandy 
bottom. The settings offer a number of options that affect the water surface (i.e. Time Between Drips, 
Drip Size), background (i.e. Ground Image) and Tiling of the background image. Clicking  returns 
all settings to the defaults, the way it was when DeskScapes was installed. After changing anything, click 

 to apply the changes. (Click  or  to abort.)  

 

 

• Time Between Drips - the "Less" time, the more water drops splash in the water to make waves. 
The "More" time, the less drops and less activity. 

• Drip Size - selecting "Small" drops makes the water less active, while the larger you make the 
drops the more active the water surface becomes. 

• Reflection Image – grayed out by default (no changes allowed). To change the Reflection Image 
(i.e. Clouds) you need to purchase "Liquid Dream" from Stardock Design 
(http://www.wincustomize.com/skins.aspx?skinid=483&libid=50) which adds more options for 
water related Dreams like this one. 

• Ground Image - allows you to change the background image from the default (Sand) image to 
anything you want. Click the pull-down menu under "Ground Image", and then select 
<Browse...> which opens a Windows Explorer type window you can use to browse your 
computer for a suitable image. After you find the image, click on it, then click .  
(Click  or  to abort.)  

 

• Tiling - allows you to select how often the background image (i.e. Sand) is repeated on the 
screen, Less or More. Move the  slider to play with what looks best to you. 
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Winter Snow - is a Dream with snowflakes falling and collecting on the bottom of your screen. After 
changing anything, click  to apply the changes. (Click  or  to abort.)  

 

 

• How many flakes should there be? - move the  from left (less) to right (more) flakes. 
• How long should a flake take to melt? (short to long) - move the  from left (short)  

to right (long). 
• How fast should flakes fall? (slow to fast) - move the  from left (slow) to right (fast). 
• What background image should be used? - Night image (default), you can change the 

background by selecting "Custom" and clicking the  to browse to an image (.JPG) and select 
it, then click . (Click  or  to abort.)  

• Enable dual monitor support - (unchecked, default) - checking this  box will enable dual 
monitor support, so the Dream is displayed on both monitors. This feature is for people who have 
two monitors hooked-up to the same computer. Newer video cards often have two connections 
on the back of the card, though one maybe for DVI (digital / LCD) and one for VGA (analog), it 
may be possible to hook-up a monitor to both ports. Check your video card manual. 

• Clicking the  button will reset all settings to the way they were when  
DeskScapes was installed. 

•  - opens the default web browser and searches WinCustomize.com for 
additional Dreams by Neil Banfield (creator of DeskScapes). 
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Hybrid Dream Settings 

Vintage Dream - new to DeskScapes 3 is the Hybrid Dream. This is a special Dream, because they are 
typically static wallpapers (.PNG format) with animated elements. The Background Settings for Vintage 
Dream allows you to hide/unhide select animated elements, such as: random bird animations (flock of 
birds fly overhead), girl in red dress (dress moves), and guy in car (who nodes his head now & then). 

 

By default, no elements are hidden (all three unchecked). In the above example, the two items checked 
will hide the birds and guy in car, but show the girl in red dress. After making any changes, click "Apply 
changes" located in the upper, left corner of the DeskScapes window. 
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6. Desktop Slideshow 

When selecting the "Desktop Slideshow" thumbnail, a new tab called "Slideshow Images" appears next to 
the "Backgrounds" tab. The Desktop Slideshow is a dynamic Dream that displays a number of static, 
wallpaper images. You can select which images will be included in the slideshow by clicking "Slideshow 
Images" on the bottom menu. All images have been selected by default. A checked box means the image 
will be included, while unchecked image(s) are not included in the slideshow. Click "Select all" to check 
(include) all images. Click "Select none" to uncheck all images. This is nice if you have a lot of images 
and only want to select a small number. This way, you can unselect all of them, and then just select the 
few you want included. Clicking the  will return to the "Backgrounds" tab. 

 

Clicking "Settings" (far right, above thumbnails) will open a dialog box with options to check (select), 
uncheck (deselect) existing folders where DeskScapes will look for images.  

 

Clicking  will remove the selected folder. You cannot delete the default folders: Web Directory 
and My Pictures. Change speed of the slideshow by clicking the pull-down menu next to "Changing 
speed" and selecting a new time from two seconds to five minutes. 

Clicking  will open a dialog box to browse to a different folder for additional images. To 
create a new folder, first locate the folder where you want the new one located under it and select it, and 
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then click . Next, name the "New folder". Select the desired folder (new or existing) and click 
on it to select it, and then click  to add the folder to the list. (Click  or  to abort.)  

 

Click  or  to save any changes and close the "Wallpaper Settings" dialog box. 

You can also add an effect to the wallpaper, by clicking on the "Effects" tab and selecting the desired 
effect. After making any changes, click "Apply changes" located in the upper, left corner of the 
DeskScapes window. 
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7. Effects 

The "Effects" tab (right of "Backgrounds" tab) gives you many different ways to alter the selected 
background. When you select a filter, it will modify the background in the preview so you can see what it 
will look like before applying the change to your desktop. The effects available are the same for the 
different types of backgrounds (i.e. Videos, Dynamic, Hybrid, Wallpapers). The only exception is that 
Motion Blur is not shown on static (non-animated) Wallpapers. Selecting "No effect (default) removes the 
filter so the background is seen as normal. 

 

Here are just two examples of what a Dream looks like before & after an effect is applied to it. This can 
give a background a whole new look or just a slight change. 

 

Planktonic - no effect (normal). 

 

Planktonic - with Edges effect. 
 

Vintage Dream - no effect (normal). 

 

Vintage Dream - with Porthole filter. 
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Notes: The Effects tab is not visible when either "Disable DeskScapes" or "Random Background" is 
selected. Also, some integrated video chipsets (built-in to motherboard vs. separate video card) may 
have difficulty with the blur/fuzzy focus or combined effects. 

Combined Effects 

Clicking the "Create and delete combined effects" link in the lower, right corner (under the preview area) 
will open a menu with three options: 

• Create new combined effect... - allows you to create & name your own new effect, then select a 
number of effects to combine into one. 

• Edit selected combined effect - after selecting the combined effect you created, this option allows 
you to make changes to it. 

• Delete selected combined effect - select a combined effect, then selecting this option will remove 
it from DeskScapes. 

Tip: An important note, when you create an effect, it does not change the selected image file. 
DeskScapes keeps track of the desired effects to apply to the image file, but never alters the file on your 
hard-drive. 

Windows XP Note: This feature is only available in Windows 7 & Vista. 

Creating a New Effect 

To create a new combined effect, locate & click on the "Create and delete combined effects" link and 
select "Create new combined effect..". The following dialog box will appear giving you a number of 
options: 

 

First, type in the name of your "Effect name" (i.e. Aliens Invade). Then, you may select up to four 
different effects (e.g. Effect 1, Effect 2, effect 3, Effect 4) which will be combined to alter the selected 
background image. For each "Effect", click the pull-down menu and select one from the list. Click 

 to save the new effect. (Click  or  to abort.) 
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The new "Combined" effect (i.e. Aliens Invade) appears to the far right of the existing thumbnails on the 
"Effects" tab. 

 

The thumbnail does not display the effects in the image, but you will see the results in the preview area. 

 

The above example image is one of the wallpapers included with Windows 7. "Desktop Slideshow" was 
selected for this example. The four effects selected were: alien world effect, motion blur effect, 
misalignment effect and psychedelic effect. 

Edit Effect 

To change an existing Combined effect you created, locate & click on the thumbnail on the "Effects" tab. 
Combined effects have the word "Combined" on the thumbnail, with the title you named it underneath it. 
Then click the "Create and delete combined effects" link (under preview area, in lower, right corner) and 
select "Edit selected combined effect". The same dialog box used to create the effect will open, allowing 
you to change any of the effects or remove one by selecting "No effect" at the top of the menu. You can 
also rename the "Effect name". When done, click  to save changes. (Click  or  to 
abort.) 
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Delete Effect 

To delete a combined effect you created, first locate the thumbnail & click on it. Then click the "Create 
and delete combined effects" link and select "Delete selected combined effect". A dialog box will ask you 
to confirm the deletion. Click  to delete. (Click  to abort.) 

 

After making any changes, including adding an effect, click "Apply changes" on the top menu to apply to 
your desktop.  
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8. Change Colour 

The "Change Colour" tab appears if you select "Existing wallpaper" or any of the static (non-animated) 
wallpapers. This tab allows you to easily change the colour of coloured areas of an image or the entire 
image. The actual file on the hard-drive is not changed, DeskScapes handles these changes internally. 

 

To change the colour of a static wallpaper, select the area you want to recolour by clicking on the pull-
down menu and selecting the desired area. DeskScapes may list a few areas, based on prominent colours 
in the image. For instance, in the sample above, the menu option "Recolour the area coloured" with blue 
next to it, will change the colour of the blue sky when the sliders  are moved. In this case, the "Colour 
to apply" slider  was moved to the green part of the bar and the "recoloured Image" thumbnail changed 
colour to reflect the change. The preview area above will also reflect the changes you make. 

You can change the "Colour saturation" by dragging the slider  to the left (less colour strength) or to 
the right (stronger/deeper colour). In the above example, the slider  was moved to the left, so the 
green sky was a lighter shade. 

Selecting a different area of the image to recolour through the pull-down menu, you can recolour the red 
in the building instead of the sky. Another option on the menu is to "Recolour entire image", which 
changes all of the colours in the image at the same time. Experiment with each image to find what works 
best. 

After making changes on this tab, you will notice a coloured circle with a checkmark to the right of 
"Change Colour" on the tab. This notifies you that colour changes have been made. Helpful when you run 
DeskScapes at a later time.  

To return to the default colour settings, for "Colour to apply", drag the slider  on top of the "-" symbol 
on the far left of the colour bar. For "Colour saturation", click the  button and the slider  
will jump to the normal position. 

After making any changes, click "Apply changes" on the top menu to apply to your desktop. 
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9. Background Options 

Clicking the pull-down menu "Background Options" on the top menu in DeskScapes 3 Configuration 
displays options to: Install new background, Download more backgrounds, Change folders searched for 
backgrounds..., Apply an effect, Adjust how it fits your screen, Recolour image (shortcut to "Change 
Colour" tab), Delete (selected background) and Apply changes (same as clicking "Apply changes" on the 
top menu bar). 

 

Install New Background 

To install a new background (.DREAM file type or Microsoft Windows 7 .THEMEPACK), select the "Install 
new background" option on the "Background Options" pull-down menu. a dialog box will open allowing 
you to browse to the location of the new file. Only files with a ".DREAM" or ".THEMEPACK" file extensions 
(types) will be listed. Once located, click on the file and click . (Click  or  to 
abort.)  

 

When installing a background, DeskScapes will copy it to the correct folder so it will be seen the next 
time you run DeskScapes. 
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Download More Backgrounds 

This option requires that your computer is connected to the internet, as it will open the default web 
browser and display the WinCustomize.com web site in the Dream section. WinCustomize is a great 
resource as you can download hundreds of community created Dreams that will work in DeskScapes. 
Most Dreams are free, while high quality ones require a small fee from a Master Skinner. Some Dream 
downloads include more than just a new background, and may also include other graphic elements, such 
as new wallpaper or other Stardock products. 

After downloading new Dreams, use the "Install new background" option to add to DeskScapes. 

Change Folders Searched for Backgrounds 

This option displays the dialog box under the "Settings" tab (top menu), on the "Folders" sub-tab.  

Please refer to page 10. Settings: Folders for more information. 

Apply an Effect 

This option is a shortcut to the "Effects" tab. Please refer to page 7. Effects for more information. 

Adjust How it Fits Your Screen 

This option is a shortcut to the "Background Settings" tab. Please refer to page 5. Background Settings 
for more information. 

Recolour Image 

This option is a shortcut to the "Change Colour" tab. Please refer to page 8. Change Colour for more 
information. 
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Delete 

As you download & install new backgrounds (any type), you may find some you want to remove from 
DeskScapes. Do this by selecting the background, then clicking on "Background Options" to open the 
pull-down menu and select "Delete". DeskScapes will ask you to confirm your decision, click  to 
remove the background from DeskScapes.  
(Click  or  to abort.)  

 

Apply Changes 

After making any changes, you can either click "Apply changes" on the top menu (far left) or click on it 
under the "Background Options" sub-menu. Both work the same and will apply changes to your desktop. 
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10. Settings 

Performance 

The "Settings" tab located above the preview area in DeskScapes includes a number of options for 
controlling DeskScapes. Clicking "Settings" displays a dialog box with three tabs: Performance, Folders 
and Advanced. 

 

Windows XP: The Quality Setting options are disabled in XP. 

The options are as follows: 

Quality Setting - allows you to drag the  slider along the bar from "Best Quality" (left) to "Best 
Performance" (right). As you move the  slider, the type of quality will be displayed under the  
bar, such as: 

• Top Quality - full image sharpness with smoothing. 
• Regular Quality 1 - full image sharpness without smoothing. 
• Regular Quality 2 - reduced image sharpness (75%) with smoothing. 
• Regular Quality 3 - reduced image sharpness (75%) without smoothing. 
• Regular Quality 4 - reduced image sharpness (50%) with smoothing. 
• Compatible Quality - reduced image sharpness (50%) without smoothing. 

After changing the setting, click to see the results of an applied Dream on the desktop. Then return to 
this screen if you want to try a different setting. 
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The last option is to click  button, which will automatically detect the best 
settings for your computer. If you have installed a new video card, extra memory, etc., you should click 
this button for better performance, if it was set lower prior to the upgrade. 

On the bottom of the Performance tab are two additional options (checked, by default) for use with 
portable computers (i.e. netbook, laptop, notebook). These options have no effect for non-portable 
computers. This only deals with portable batteries, not desktop/towers plugged into a UPS (i.e. battery 
backup): 

Automatically pause when on battery power - (checked, default) if your laptop is only running on battery 
power (unplugged), DeskScapes will (by default), stop the Dream animation. This option allows you to 
override this feature by unchecking this box. Then regardless of your battery level, DeskScapes will 
continue to animate the Dream. 

Tip: If you uncheck "Automatically pause when on battery power" and find your battery is low on power, 
you can pause the Dream. Right click in an empty area of the desktop, and select "Pause DeskScapes". 
Later, you can right click again and select "Resume DeskScapes" when your battery is charged up or 
plugged in. 

 
 

Notify me when pausing due to being on battery power - (checked, default) displays a pop-up over the 
notification area (near clock) that DeskScapes has paused the Dream while on battery power. Clicking the 
message will open DeskScapes so you can make changes. If "Automatically pause when on battery 
power" is unchecked, this option will be grayed out (unavailable). 

After making any changes, click , then click "Apply Changes" for the changes to take effect. 
(Click  or  to abort.) 
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Folders 

The "Folders" tab allows you to add/delete additional folders on your computer where DeskScapes will 
look for additional Dreams (.DREAM), MPG/WMV video and JPG/BMP wallpaper files. You will be asked if 
you want to include sub-folders, though not a good idea on root folders of hard-drives which may cause a 
longer/slower search. The default DeskScapes folders can be unchecked (not searched), but cannot be 
deleted.  

 

Click  to open the "Browse For Folders" dialog box. Locate the desired folder, select it and click 
. (You can also , if needed.) (Click  or  to abort.) The folder will 

appear in the list of Folders, which you can uncheck to stop including those files, check to include or 
select the folder and click  to remove it (without confirmation). 

After making any changes, click , and then click "Apply Changes" for the changes to take effect. 
(Click  or  to abort.) 
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Advanced 

The "Advanced" tab allows you to remove the extracted files folder on the hard-drive to conserve space, 
options for graphics cards, monitors, pause/un-pause Dream when application window is maximized, 
adjust desktop icon transparency and more. 

 

The options on this tab are as follows: 

Clicking the  button, allows you to free up hard-drive space by having DeskScapes 
delete extracted files from Dreams. The folders are located in these locations: 

• Windows 7/Vista: C:\Users\All Users\Stardock\DeskScapes\ExtractedData 
• Windows XP: C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Stardock\DeskScapes 

Enable support for additional graphics cards (may increase CPU) - (unchecked, default) check this if you 
have more than one video card and want DeskScapes to utilize it. This may increase CPU usage more, as 
DeskScapes copies data to the memory for multiple video cards.  
(Windows XP: This feature is not available.) 

Correct aspect ratio on secondary monitors - (checked, default) if you have more than one monitor 
connected to this computer, DeskScapes will display the Dream on the additional monitors maintaining 
the aspect ratio. If for instance, your primary monitor is a widescreen and your secondary monitor is a 
different size, DeskScapes will display the image so it looks correct. Uncheck this option if you do not 
want the aspect ratio maintained. The resulting image may look stretched and distorted.  
(Windows XP: This feature is not available.) 

Do not show random background option - (unchecked, default) this allows the "Random Background" 
option to be visible on the "Backgrounds" tab. Un-checking will hide this option. 
 
Pause dream when windows are maximized (Single monitors only) - (checked, default) while checked, if 
an application window fills the screen (maximized), DeskScapes will pause the Dream since you cannot 
see it. If you want the Dream to be animated while a window is maximized, uncheck this option. 
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Desktop icon transparency - (fully visible, default for both) allows you to adjust the level of transparency 
of "Normal" desktop icons from fully visible to invisible by dragging the  slider to the desired position. 
The "Mouseover" option allows you to adjust the transparency of desktop icons when you move the 
cursor over an icon (i.e. semi-transparent, invisible). 

 

Icon transparency with "Normal" set halfway. Desktop icon "Sync Center" can be seen as semi-
transparent. DeskScapes also controls the transparency of Stardock Fences, as seen by the "Favorites" 
Fence and "Windows Media Player" icon.  The red picnic table and window from Vintage Dream are seen 
as the background. 

After making any changes, click , and then click "Apply Changes" for the changes to take effect. 
(Click  or  to abort.) 
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11. About DeskScapes 

The "About DeskScapes" tab contains various types of information that can be helpful in determining the 
following: 

• Windows Graphics Experience score - (Windows 7/Vista only) (i.e. 5.8) the higher the  
score the better. 

• If WindowBlinds is installed correctly.  
• If WindowBlinds is activated on this PC. 
• If the DeskScapes engine (main part of the program) is running. 
• What monitor is connected to which video card (i.e. (Generic PnP Monitor) 1 is attached to 

NVIDIA GeForce 8600M GT).  
• A list of important WindowBlinds files with the date (YYYY/MM/DD) and time (HH:MM:SS, 24 

hour format) stamp for each. 

 

If you ever need to contact Stardock Technical Support (www.stardock.com/support/), it is important to 
click  and paste it into the online form or Email you send to Stardock. This will help 
technicians resolve the issue faster. 

Tip: If you only want to copy a portion of the text on this screen, block mark it, then right-click & select 
"Copy" (to clipboard). Then you can paste it where you want. 

To close the "About DeskScapes" screen, click  or  or . 
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12. Get More Backgrounds! 

The "Get More Backgrounds!" tab opens a small menu with two options: 

• Download more animated backgrounds - which opens your web browser and displays the 
DeskScapes Dreams Gallery on the free WinCustomize.com (WC) web site. You must be 
connected to the Internet, otherwise your web browser will not be able to display the page. 

• Download more static backgrounds - displays the WinCustomize Wallpapers Gallery. 

 

The WinCustomize site is an invaluable source of mostly free Dreams, wallpaper and more. Almost all of 
the items were created by the Internet community, users like you, with some by Stardock. WC has over 
1,870 Dreams and over 13,500 wallpapers you can download! WinCustomize also has numerous galleries 
of skins for other software. 
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Benefits of using the WinCustomize.com site: 

• Explore - thousands of free skins for various software, including DeskScapes and  
other Stardock products.  

• Articles - on various subjects, including tutorials on skinning.  
• Forums - where you can meet people in the skinning community.  
• Shop - browse premium content and software from WinCustomize.  

DeskScapes Dreams have the file extension of .DREAM or .ZIP (compressed file). After downloading, click 
"Background Options", then "Install new background" (please see page 9. Background Options for 
instructions. If a file is Zipped, you will need to unzip it. Other files (i.e. video: .MPG/.MWV, wallpaper: 
.JPG/.BMP) are installed the same way. If you download all of these files to say, a \Download folder, then 
on the 10. Settings page you can find out how to have DeskScapes automatically search for & add 
downloaded files to choose from. 

To create your own Dream, please refer to page 13. DreamMaker, which is a free utility included with 
DeskScapes. 
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13. DreamMaker 
 
Stardock includes the free utility DreamMaker with DeskScapes. DreamMaker allows you to package up 
your own video into a .DREAM file for your own use, or sharing with friends and family. It can also be 
uploaded to WinCustomize to share with the skinning community. 

1. Click on "Start" icon. 
2. Click on "All Programs". 
3. Click on the "Stardock" folder. 
4. Click on the "Object Desktop" folder to open it. 
5. Finally, click on the "DreamMaker" icon to run it. 

 

DreamMaker consists of three tabs: Dream Information, Dream Contents, and Author Information. After 
completing the three tabs, clicking the  button packages everything up into a .DREAM file. 

Dream Information 
 
This tab asks for the "Dream Name" (title), "Dream Description", and a "Thumbnail Image" used to 
identify the Dream. After typing in the first two, click on the  button to locate the thumbnail 
image using a Windows Explorer type window. It must be a .JPEG, .JPG or .PNG file format. It cannot be 
any larger than 256x256 pixels. After locating the image, click on it and then click . (Click 

 or  to abort.)  

 

Tip: A shortcut is to double-click on the image and it will select & close the Explorer window. 
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Dream Contents 
 
Next, click on the "Dream Contents" tab to add the video file(s) to your Dream. You can either select a 
"Single Video File" or multiple "Triggered Video" files. Triggered video files include one or more files, 
where each is triggered to load at a given time of the day by using the computers clock. "Dynamic 
Content" can be created by you, but requires knowledge of C++ programming to create DLL’s (Dynamic 
Link Library) file(s).  An SDK (Software Development Kit) is planned for release in 2010. 

 

Single Video File 
 
Video-based Dreams (i.e. Planktonic) are created by using video files that repeat (loop) after a period of 
time. Click on this option (if not already selected) to add one video file and then click the  button 
to locate the file you want to use. The file must be in one of the following video formats: .MPEG, .MPG, 
.WMV or .AVI. After locating & selecting the file, click . (Click  or  to abort.) 
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Triggered Video 

Click on "Triggered Video" if you want multiple videos triggered by the time of day. Then click 
, and this will open a dialog box asking for the file & time trigger. First click to locate & select 

the file and then click . (Click  or  to abort.) Then click on each field (blue 
highlighted text) in the time and either type in the number or use the up/down  arrows to change the 
time for that field. Repeat for each digit in the time fields. For AM/PM, click on that field, then type "A" or 
"P" (without quotes), or use the up/down  arrows to change between AM and PM. When done, click 

 to accept. (Click  or  to abort.) 

 

Repeat what you just did for each additional file you want added to the Dream. After you are done 
adding files, your screen should look something like this: 

 

If you want to change any of the videos or times, click on the file in the list (blue highlighted), and click 
 to re-open the "Add a Trigger" dialog to make changes. Then click  to save or click 

 or  to abort. 
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If you want to remove a video & trigger, click on the video, and then click  and it will be 
removed. It will not ask if you are sure before removing it. The file is still on your hard-drive, just not 
included in this Dream. 

 

Dynamic Content 

The "Dynamic Content" option is for advanced Dreams (i.e. Desktop Earth, Water Dream. Winter Snow) 
that require knowledge of C++ programming to create DLL's (Dynamic Linked Library) which control how 
the Dream is displayed. In the past, dynamic Dreams were only created by Stardock or those authorized. 
A dynamic Dream is different from a video-based Dream or hybrid Dream, in that programming is used to 
create objects, and move them on screen. A lot more is possible with dynamic Dreams. 

 

You can download the free SDK (Software Development Kit) from the Stardock DeskScapes download 
page (www.stardock.com/products/deskscapes/downloads.asp). The SDK includes programming that will 
aid in the development of dynamic Dreams.   
 
An SDK for creating effects is included in the DeskScapes\Effects folder on your hard-drive: 
Windows 7/Vista (32 bit): C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\Effects 
Windows 7/Vista (64 bit): C:\Program Files (x86)\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\Effects 
Windows XP (32 bit only): C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\Effects 

Look for these files: “Building new effects.txt “, and “Dll based effect sample code.zip”. 
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After selecting "Dynamic Content", use  to select the 32-bit DLL and/or 64-bit DLL using the 
Explorer window and click . (Click  or  to abort.) To add any additional files, click 
the  button to locate it and click . Repeat for each file you want to add to the 
Dream. 

Hybrid Content 

A Hybrid Dream (i.e. Vintage Dream) consists of a .HYBRID, .PNG, .JPG or .NWA files. NWA files can be 
created by the included NWABuild.exe utility (located in the DeskScapes folder) or Stardock's SkinStudio 
6 (or higher). 
 
To create a hybrid Dream, click "Hybrid Content". Then click  to locate the .HYBRID file and click 

. (Click  or  to abort.) Then to add additional files, click . Locate and 
select the file, then click . Repeat for any additional files you want to add. To remove any files, 
select it and click . 

 

You can use either the included NWABuild.exe or Stardock's SkinStudio 6 (SKS6) to create the .NWA file. 
The location of the NWABuild.exe utility is on your hard-drive in the program folder for DeskScapes, there 
is no shortcut to it from the Start Menu. You may locate it by using Windows Explorer and then create a 
shortcut to the desktop if you wish. It can be located in the following folders, depending on your version 
of Windows: 

Windows 7: 
Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder (32 bit):  
C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\NWABuild.exe 
Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder (64 bit):  
C:\Program Files (x86)\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\NWABuild.exe 
 
Windows Vista: 
Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder (32 bit):  
C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes\NWABuild.exe 
Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder (64 bit):  
C:\Program Files (x86)\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes\NWABuild.exe 

Windows XP: 
DeskScapes Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder:  
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C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\NWABuild.exe 
 
Please refer to Appendix A: Creating Hybrid Dreams for additional information. 

Author Information 

Now click on the "Author Information" tab to enter details about yourself. Type in your real name or alias 
under "Author's Name". If you have a web site, type or paste the URL into "Author's Website". Type any 
"Copyright Information" into the text box, and finally type any "Other/Permissions Information" into that 
box. 

 

Click on each tab and review everything, then when you are ready, click the  button at the 
bottom of the DreamMaker window to create the Dream. You will see a message box tell you that the 
Dream was created successfully and that DreamMaker will take you to the folder it was created in.  
Click  to continue. 
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A Windows Explorer type window will open with your Dream listed and any other installed Dreams. To 
apply the Dream, double-click it. Click  when you want to close the window. 

To close the DreamMaker program, click the  button or . 

Resources 

Tools of the Dream Trade by Master Baron, (February 6, 2008) - an excellent article describing common 
tools he uses to create Dreams. Master Baron is widely known for creating Dreams, including highly rated 
"Master Skins" on WinCustomize and elsewhere. 
 
How to Create Dreams (Links) by CarGuy1, (March 27, 2008) - includes over a dozen links to articles and 
resources related to DeskScapes Dreams. 
 
Quick Lesson in Dreams - (November 30, 2007) introduced by Zoomba, article written by Seabass. A 
tutorial with screenshots using Skin Studio 6. 
 
WinCustomize.com is a great resource for not only getting a lot of great Dreams, but also provides 
articles, forums, gallery, store and more.  This is a great site run by Stardock with community 
involvement to bring together the best in skinning (graphics) for Windows.  The site is free to use. 

Uploading a Dream 

Once you create a Dream that you want to share with the skinning community, you can upload it at:  
 
WinCustomize.com: http://dream.wincustomize.com/. 
 

Dream Submission Guidelines: http://forums.wincustomize.com/144934. 
 
WinCustomize Guidelines: http://www.wincustomize.com/Guidelines.aspx. 
 
About WinCustomize: http://www.wincustomize.com/about.aspx. 
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Appendix A: Creating Hybrid Dreams 

This section contains additional information about creating Hybrid Dreams, including the Hybrid Dream 
Format and the NWABuild.exe utility used to create NWA files. 

Hybrid Dream Format 

(Note: This Format section was written by Neil Banfield (WBlinds), developer of DeskScapes and edited 
by Jim Kennedy (The Prof). It is also available in a separate PDF file in the DeskScapes folder as 
HybridDreamFormat.pdf.) 

A Hybrid Dream consists of a .HYBRID file, .PNG, .JPG or .NWA files. Suitable NWA files can be created 
using the included NWABuild.exe or SkinStudio 6 (or higher). 

 
The .HYBRID file defines how to display everything. 
 
There are two types of objects in a hybrid Dream: 

1. Image Object  
2. Layer Object - each layer object references an image object. 

The first section defined is [Hybrid] which tells Deskscapes what the base frame rate should be. 
 
[Hybrid] 
BaseTimer= 25 
 
This defines the base rate as 25 FPS (Frames Per Second). 
 
If your Dream has elements which need to precisely line up then it is suggested you define a fixed 
resolution for the Dream using the following settings (in the Hybrid section): 
 
HybridWidth =  
HybridHeight = 
 
You must define both of the above. 

Example: 
HybridWidth = 1920 
HybridHeight = 1200 
 
When the resolution of the users monitor does not match the resolution of the Dream, the Dream will be 
resized so it fills the screen and cropping will take place to handle different aspect ratios. By default this 
will crop so the middle is visible, but this can be controlled using the following setting which can be used 
to tell Deskscapes which part is the most important part. 
 
HybridCropMode = 
 
0 = Centre, 1 = Left Side, 2 = Right Side, 3 = Top Side, 4 = Bottom Side, 5 = Top Left, 6 = Top Right, 7 
= Bottom Left, 8 = Bottom Right. 
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Image Sections 

You can define up to 25 image sections. 
 
[Image#] 
; Image to use. This can be a NWA, PNG or JPG image 
Image = 
 
Examples: 
 
[Image1] 
Image = BG.png 
 
[Image2] 
Image = Tree-1.NWA 
 
[Image3] 
Image = Tree-2.NWA 
 
 
; Set this to 1 if there is alpha (transparency) in the image (not needed for NWA files) 
ImageHasAlpha = 
 
Example:  
ImageHasAlpha = 1 
 
; Set these to the width & height of the image if you want to override the actual size (not NWA) 
Width = 
Height = 

Layer Sections 

You can define up to 50 layers. 
 
[Layer#] 
; Image number to use (1-25) 
ImageIndex = 
 
; X coordinate 
X = 
 
; Y coordinate 
Y = 
 
;Set this to 1 if you want to tile the image instead of stretching it 
TileMode = 
 
; Width. Set to 0 for actual image size, negative numbers for % of screen width 
Width = 
 
; Height. Set to 0 for actual image size, negative numbers for % of screen height 
Height = 
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; X coordinate alignment mode 
; 0 = from left, 1 = from right, 2 = from middle, 3 = % from left, 4 = % from right, 5 = % from middle 
; % are defined as value / 1000 
XAlignment = 
 
; Similar to Xalignment but for Y coordinates 
Yalignment = 
 
; Minimum gap between animation loops (in frames) 
MinAnimationLoop = 
 
; Gap between animation loops. < 0 means random up to this value (+ MinAnimationLoop) 
Animation Gap = 
 
; First frame to loop to 
StartingFrame = 
 
; Start angle 
StartAngle = 
 
; Amount to rotate by every frame 
AngleIncrement = 
 
; Direction to rotate 
RotateDirection = 
 
; Point to rotate about 
RotateXOffset = 
RotateYOffset = 

Examples: 
[Layer1] 
ImageIndex = 1 
Width = -100 
Height = -100 
TileMode = 1 
 
[Layer2] 
ImageIndex = 4 
X = 1564 
Y = 724 
Width = 0 
Height = 0 
TileMode = 1 
MinAnimationLoop = 500 
StartingFrame = 0 
AnimationGap = -1000 
 
These examples are from the Vintage Dream .HYBRID file located in: 
Windows 7/Vista: C:\Users\All Users\Stardock\DeskScapes\ExtractedData\Vintage Dream 
 
Windows XP: C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Stardock\DeskScapes 
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zubaz
Replace

zubaz
Replace
AnimationGap



NWABuild.exe Utility 

In creating a hybrid Dream, one of the files is an .NWA which is created from .PNG image file(s). You can 
use either the included NWABuild.exe or Stardock's SkinStudio (SKS) to create the .NWA file. The location 
of the NWABuild.exe utility is on your hard-drive in the program folder for DeskScapes, however there is 
no shortcut to it from the Start Menu. You may locate it by using Windows Explorer and then create a 
shortcut to the desktop if you wish. It can be located in the following folders, depending on your version 
of Windows: 

Windows 7: 
Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder (32 bit):  
C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\NWABuild.exe 
 
Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder (64 bit): C:\Program Files (x86)\Stardock\Object 
Desktop\DeskScapes3\NWABuild.exe 
 
Windows Vista: 
Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder (32 bit):  
C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes\NWABuild.exe 
 
Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder (64 bit): C:\Program Files (x86)\Stardock\Object 
Desktop\DeskScapes\NWABuild.exe 

Windows XP: 
DeskScapes Hybrid Dream NWA Encoder:  
C:\Program Files\Stardock\Object Desktop\DeskScapes3\NWABuild.exe 

 

Tip: You can adjust the size of the NWABuild window or maximize it. 
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http://www.stardock.com/products/skinstudio/


To create an NWA file, do the following: 

• If you have one .PNG file to compress, click the  button. Otherwise if you 
have multiple .PNG's with filenames numbered in sequence, first check the box "Load from 
multiple numbered pngs" and then click the  button. 

• Browse to the folder containing the .PNG(s) and select the first one in the sequence (or the only 
one, if just one file) and click . (Click  or  to abort.)  

• Click the down  arrow to increase the number of frames (one frame per PNG). If you have ten 
files numbered in sequence and only 5 frames, it will only load five PNG's starting with the first 
one you selected after pressing the  button.  

• Move the  slider to adjust the quality level, lower number is better. 
• Click the  button to create the NWA file in the same folder as your PNG file(s). If 

there are any problems, a message will be displayed. Otherwise if it worked, a message  
will tell you. 

Note: NWABuild supports 32 bit, non RLE compressed TGA files.  However, (as of 5-25-10) it will not read 
ones saved from recent versions of Photoshop. 

When you are ready to assemble your Dream file, run DreamMaker.  
(Please see page 13. DreamMaker for instructions.) 
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